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Abstract

The second policy brief released by the CO3 Project focuses on the disruptive technologies
and their implementation inside the CO3 project. The document describes the CO3 field of
action, giving general details on the project itself, presents the definition of the adopted
disruptive technologies (Blockchain, Augmented Reality, Civic social networks, Interactive
Democracy and Gamification) and outlines their implementation inside the CO3 project.
Particular attention is given to aspects of the CO3 disruptive technologies that have played a
role in the pilot sites’ decision to either adopt them or not within the individual pilot projects.
Positive and negative perceptions associated with disruptive technologies are then presented
and discussed.

Introduction

Experts forecast that innovations such as blockchain, big data analytics, Internet of Things
(IoT), virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), artificial intelligence (AI), and gamification
will reshape most social and economic interactions. The Horizon 2020 call invited researchers
to experiment with real user groups simulating the forthcoming technological environment.
The CO3 consortium took up this challenge in futurism, focusing mainly on a vision of
Augmented Reality and Blockchain convergence. It also investigates the potential of other
technologies such as gamification and previously existing applications, a geolocated social
network, and an application for deliberation and decision making.

CO3 is a European Research project that focuses on “Digital Disruptive Technologies to
Co-create, Co-produce and Co-manage Open Public Services along with Citizens”. The project
goal is to assess the potential benefits and risks of using selected disruptive technologies in
public administrations. Yet, the real potential influence of Blockchain, Augmented Reality,
civic social networks, Interactive Democracy and Gamification, and how they can disrupt the
existing landscape of public services and legal procedures and can replace present solutions
and processes are largely unknown. The assessment will focus on disruptive technologies’
political, socio-economic, legal, and cultural implications and their acceptance of public
administrations and citizens.

The project has its starting point in the collaborative definition (co-design) of service concepts
to assess a new collaboration model between PA and citizens through CO3 technologies. The
successive technology implementation effort will support the pilot projects that will be held
in three European cities (Athens, Paris, Turin), which will allow the CO3 Consortium to assess
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the transformative capabilities of the developed platform to promote the co-creation,
co-production, and co-management of public services.

Disruptive technologies

Geolocated social networks

A “geo-social” network is a type of social
network with the main characteristic of
providing information based on geographical
location [1]. This type of network allows
interactions with a local dynamic, allowing
users of an area to connect and interact by
proximity.

The content provided on those networks are
geocoded to specific places (streets,
buildings, and parks) and can be used with
geotagged information (meetups, concert
events, or restaurant reviews) to match users
with a place, event, or local group to socialize
in or enable a group of users to decide on a

meeting activity. The result is an enriched map with their own points of interest. Examples of
the implementation of this technology are TripAdvisor, Yelp, Gowalla, Foursquare, Meetup.

For the case of the CO3, the value proposition to include user-generated tasks is not only the
main objective; the most crucial feature is to have deliberation discussions and also to enable
the transactions of tokens related to the user proposed tasks.

Interactive Democracy

Interactive democracy is an umbrella term
for using computers and the internet to
facilitate new forms of participation and
allow large numbers of people to participate
in political opinion formation [2]. By no
means is opinion formation only about
voting. In fact, deliberation—considering
pros, cons, and alternatives—contributes to
informed decision-making.

Successful software implementations for
interactive democracy are supporting a wide
range of important features to facilitate a
fair process: They treat every participant
equally and contain mechanisms for
detecting and debunking political populism.
They curb hate speech and trolling done by
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small groups of individuals through mechanisms protecting against the dominance of noisy
minorities. A fair distribution of available screen space is ensured by sophisticated algorithms
for ordering proposals. These algorithms also ensure that minorities get a fair share to set out
their positions. Carefully selected algorithms avoid incentives for tactical consideration
allowing participants to express their actual will.

These algorithms together with a well-thought process design allow for a collective
moderation and a fair deliberation process. During the deliberation, several alternative,
sometimes competing, proposals can come up which are voted upon in the end using
preferential voting mechanisms, where each participant can indicate a preference order.
Algorithms determine the collective preference.

In the CO3 project, interactive democracy can challenge views, facilitate informed
decision-making, and be instrumental in the construction of a vision for the common good.

Blockchain

Blockchain is a peer-to-peer technology
that can operate without a central node
or a unique control entity. The
information is stored securely, and the
possibility to consult the transactions
(transparency) is a highlight [3]. It can be
seen as a distributed database that
includes the history of all exchanges
made by its users since the first block has
been created. This distributed database,
which all the users share without any
third-party intervention, allows them to
check the validity of each block of the
chain.

Blockchain started as a technology to support financial transactions by interchanging a block
with an equivalent monetary value. As the different implementations and protocols evolved,
the inclusion of tokens and smart contracts extended the spectrum of applications [4]. It was
possible to interchange value/information in other sectors such as health, property, energy,
and logistics by exchanging tangible/intangible goods. In this case, the most interesting
application is the interchange of the intangible goods in terms of ideas and property being
particularly promising for co-creation and then open innovation.

One of the most important opportunities that open
the integration of blockchain inside the CO3 project is
to overcome the limitations on some co-creation
processes in terms of notarisation. This translates that
the notarising of the contributed resources, ideas,
credits inside a block of information, which is verifiable
by any party, attracts the contributors' attention.
The use of smart contracts to release the
tokens/credits is an attractive mechanism that creates
trust among the users.

https://www.projectco3.eu/2019/04/08/why-is-blockchain-a-disruptive-technology/
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Policy Analysis

Implementing disruptive technologies at the CO3 project is translated into a platform
composed of several modules, each of those implementing several toolkits, frameworks, and
protocols. Some of the modules used in CO3 come from previous developments. The
handicap is to modify and integrate additional services and protocols to enable the
modularity and let certain independence for each partner to add additional functionality and
update the tool that they provide inside the CO3 platform having the lowest impact as
possible in terms of development changes to the other partners that use/consume the
functionality provided by their tool.

Figure 1 The essential technologies developed/used inside the CO3 project.

The technical experts have chosen two approaches to enable interoperability. For the user
interface side, we have the WebViews, which are embeddable components inside a parent
interface. In the case of the CO3, it’s determined by a “LandingPage” in the web version that
integrates the main toolbar with the basic user’s session management and the different
buttons to change the view to LiquidFeedback, FirstLife, and the blockchain wallet. In terms of
the CO3 AR APP, there is a three tabbed-based interface developed in UNITY which allows the
user to change between the AR interface, FirstLife, and the blockchain wallet.

Technical speaking, the CO3 platform comprises nine modules: four are entirely graphically
visible by the end-user, and the other six are parts of graphical interfaces and APIs. In a
technical view, the CO3 platform is composed. Figure 2 indicates the different modules inside
the CO3 platform, highlighting in blue the graphical visible interfaces. The arrows indicate the
data flow.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/API
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Figure 2 Architecture of the data flow between the CO3 modules.

LiquidFeedback

The module which provides the interactive democracy, LiquidFeedback, is a mature open
source software which has been under active development since 2009. LiquidFeedback is built
in two layers:

● LiquidFeedback Core is a database application written for the open source database
management system PostGreSQL and consists of the data storage, the business logic
and the algorithms controlling the proposal development and decision making
process. To support geospatial applications, the Core can make use of the pgLatLon
extension for PostGreSQL providing storage and management of spatial data based on
the WGS-84 spheroid.

● LiquidFeedback Frontend implements all interactions between users and the Core via a
web interface as well as an application programming interface (API) for automatic data
processing. The progressive web interface is accessible using both desktop and mobile
devices. The frontend has been developed using the Lua programming language and is
based on the WebMCP web application framework which in turn is based on the
Moonbridge network application server.

LiquidFeedback’s integrated OAuth2 authentication service provides the CO3 unified user
management along with further integration services, especially the meta navigation bar.
Integration services with FirstLife allow attaching LiquidFeedback content to geolocated
objects. Based on work during the CO3 project, the upcoming version of LiquidFeedback will
allow to adjust users’ voting weight based on blockchain tokens.

The permissive license of LiquidFeedback allows almost any kind of integration of its
functionality into other software components. Everything which is needed for the operation
of LiquidFeedback comes with permissive open source licenses.

https://liquidfeedback.com/
https://www.public-software-group.org/liquid_feedback_core
https://www.postgresql.org/
https://www.public-software-group.org/pgLatLon
https://www.public-software-group.org/liquid_feedback_frontend
http://www.lua.org/
https://www.public-software-group.org/webmcp
https://www.public-software-group.org/moonbridge
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Figure 3 LiquidFeedback interface in mobile (left) and web (right) versions.

FirstLife

The module which provides the geolocated network support, FirstLife, is developed using
different technologies. The front-end interface (web + mobile) uses Angular as the framework
for rendering the user's views. That approach creates a highly interactive and responsive
interface as it is a requirement for providing real-time information over the 2D map. The
frontend is available in the open-source form at the following link.

Figure 4 Versions of FirstLife interface, mobile (left), desktop ( right).

https://gitlab.di.unito.it/co3-project/frontend
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Blockchain (Digital wallet)

The digital wallet is also a web app as the other interfaces. For this case, the engineers of
Apeunit decided to use ReactJS as the framework for generating the user interface. ReactJS,
as well as Angular, provides the functionality of user-side rendering. This means that the web
app only interacts with the CO3 server to download and upload data without making
additional requests to generate the user view or react to the user’s changes. The digital wallet
uses Graphql to get/send the transactions to the Ethereum server provided by UNITO. The
source code of the interface is available at the official repo.

Figure 5 Digital wallet interface, where you can perform the transactions and the creation of tokens.

https://reactjs.org/
https://graphql.org/
https://github.com/apeunit/co3-wallet
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Augmented Reality interface

The AR APP is developed with the Unity framework, using the included bindings for
ARcore/ArKit. That APP can run under iOS and Android, making it possible the interaction with
the real environment in real-time.

Figure 7 The APP anchors the AR content to a specific figure detected by the camera. The user can attach a 3D model,
create a deliberation process or tasks in a geolocated map.

https://unity.com/
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Figure 8 The AR anchors enable the users to retrieve the content by scanning the physical anchor figure. The content
can provide a manipulable 3D model or access to some deliberation process attached to that physical space.

OnToMap

OnToMap, as an interchange API server, is not a visible module. This means that the final user
is not aware that this critical part of the CO3 platform exists. The decision to create this
module is to provide interoperability of the data between the CO3 modules. The kind of
interchanged data is; user profile, events of task creation at the geolocated map, logs,
gamification achievements, geographic attached objects, metadata about AR objects, among
others. Without the inclusion of this tool, it may imply the bilateral implementation of APIs to
interchange information between each pair of interfaces, in other words, a total of six
different combinations of information protocols.

https://ontomap.eu/co3
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Figure 9: OnToMap interactive API docs showing the different available endpoints and parameters.

Figure 10: OnToMap uses JSON objects for interchange information, in this case, the profile of a CO3 user.
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Lessons learned

Athens’s pilot

The Athens pilot of the CO3 project consists of two main implementations under the social
aspects application area’s prism. The first scenario refers to fresh food distribution and citizen
donations with the main beneficiaries population in need. The second focuses on setting a
ground for an open dialogue between citizens and the city on the aspect of empty buildings
re-use and exploitation. More specifically, in the first scenario, the area of implementation are
flea-markets organized in neighborhoods where citizens donate amounts that are tokenized.
The tokens are consumed by beneficiaries that take as exchange fresh market products. In the
second scenario, citizens map empty buildings in their locality and exploit the CO3 tools in
order to geolocate them, propose potential uses and initiate public deliberation. As a final
stage, open dialogue with city officials and administrators aims at elaborating on the
feasibility of the proposed uses.
The Athens pilot in total includes all CO3 features for the implementation of the scenarios.
The pilot is at the stage of end-users engagement and early implementation, hence more
concrete outputs are expected in the next phase of the project.
The main lessons learned currently derived from the Athens pilot are:

● Citizens are open to explore new technologies proposed by the city and to adopt
to new services and applications after proper introduction and walkthrough

● The usability and ease-of-use of new technologies is proportional to the level of
their adoption both by the city and the citizens as end-users

● Local society is highly sensitive to matters referring to social policy and willing to
explore new forms of co-management of relevant services that CO3 proposes.

● The integration of CO3 tools in one application is of upmost importance for the
perception of the user and long-term engagement in the pilot activities.

● Technologies like AR that require specialized equipment, e.g. the latest versions of
smartphones, are on one hand inviting to end-users due to its modern interface
and features, but also not easy to diffuse in the society for economic reasons.
However, CO3 has developed the feature for both Android and iOS in order to
tackle the diffusion of the technology.

● Digital wallet features might receive hesitation from the end-user due to its
connection with money-exchange. However, in flea-markets younger producers are
more familiar and less hesitant than older age-groups

● End-users show high interest in co-creation processes and their results. Also,
citizens engaging in the co-creation of services perceive the assets of their city as
commons and thus the policies from such activities have wider impact in cities. The
maintenance of policies is also expected.

● New policies that oppose established legal and accounting/economic constraints in
Greece are more difficult to be implemented due to the procedures necessary for
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updating the relevant frameworks and proposing new ones. The latter procedures
are an obstacle for legal and financial regulations to change or be renewed.

● The added value of CO3 framework is the interoperability with other tools, since in

Athens pilot Coopboxes have been integrated for the 1st scenario.

Paris’s pilot

In the Parisian pilot site, IRI and its partners have implemented three scenarios and will test
the potentialities of the CO3 technologies for the capacitation and empowerment of local
citizens. The first one, the Clinique Contributive Scenario, aims to create a physical space for
dialogue, debate and contributory help about issues regarding the disruption brought by
digital technologies, raising the awareness about the danger of screen’s overexposure
between 0 and 3 years old within the community. The creation of a social network for the
parents of Plaine Commune with FirstLife will give the chance also to valorize and cultivate
knowledge around––and establish good practices with––digital technologies in a process of
co-design and co-prescription with parents, researchers and medical staff, and evaluate the
potentialities and the danger of the use of CO3 technologies compared with a more standard
utilization of internet and social network. The Urban Modelling scenario will be launched in
many middle and high schools of the territory to actively involve citizens in the reorganization
and re-planning of their territory via Minetest, an open-source version of the game Minecraft.
The four main objectives of this scenario are: (i) the development of a shared and critical
knowledge about the urban spaces, (ii) increase the awareness about the environmental
issues concerning the construction sector and more generally the anthropization of spaces,
(iii) and the use of cutting-edge technologies in the construction sector, which favour the
insertion into the labor market of students from the Plaine Commune area; (iv) and lastly the
experimentation of possible decision-making and deliberative processes based on Co3
Platform. The third scenario is a research and an in vitro experiment of how the blockchain
could disrupt and modernise the system of the intermittents du spectacle in France, but also
how it could be used as a registry for the knowledges acquired by citizens on the territory
within the framework of the contributory economy, tested by IRI in Plaine Commune.

The French pilot includes all CO3 features that have been judged useful for the
accomplishment of the scenarios co-designed with local stakeholders: (i) the use of
Gamification has been reduced compared with other pilots, (ii) the LiquidFeedback
deliberation system will be only partially experimented given the nature of our scenarios. This
pilot is also at the stage of end-users engagement and early implementation. More concrete
outputs are expected in the coming months, especially for the Urban Modelling scenario,
which has been readjusted to its expectation but has not been cancelled due to COVID-19
situation and health measures. The main lessons learned currently the first two years of the
project are:

● Local citizens are sensitive to matters concerning urban commons and ways to manage
them.
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● CO3 technologies have a huge potential for didactical/pedagogical activities.
● Professors and Education Institutions are inclined to change and innovate their

programs and the way they teach if the technologies proposed are up to their
expectations.

● In France, the legal restrictions imposed for the use of applications have weakened the
possibility to reach a vast number of active users of CO3 technologies within the
schools (<16 y.o.).

● Technologies presenting similar features of the apps known by the general public
(FirstLife and Augmented Reality) have proven to be more understandable, hence
adoptable by local actors. The user-friendliness and intuitiveness of Augmented
Reality have played an important role in the adoption of this technology by
stakeholders.

● The co-design methodology has proven its efficiency for both for creating services and
to respond to the demands of local stakeholders, but it is difficult to highlight the
potentialities of previously unknown technologies such as Blockchain.

● Given the type of scenarios co-designed with stakeholders, the socio-economic and
cultural situation of the territory, Blockchain technology’s implementation has been
reduced from initial expectations in the French pilot.

● The COVID-19 situations have weakened the adoption of new local, community-based
behaviour that CO3 technologies were aimed to foster and/or reinforce. However, it
has raised the interest in the Blockchain technology for its crowd-sale and
crowdfunding features that could be vital, even if only momentarily, for the local
commerce and territorial economy.

Turin’s pilot

The pilot in Turin is focused on the co-creation and co-design of services inside three urban
commons, part of the Rete delle Case del Quartiere network. The Case del Quartiere (“Houses
of the Neighborhood”) are multi-functional community hubs located in different areas of the
city of Turin; most of them (including the three involved in the CO3 Pilot) are hosted by
buildings owned by the City of Turin, and they are managed by non-profit organisations. They
are very different in their structure, however, they all fulfill common characteristics written in
Rete delle Case del Quartiere's manifesto: they do not focus on any particular target or field
of activity and are open to everybody, they are places of active participation, they encourage
people to take part in the social and cultural life of the neighborhood and the city through
different forms of active citizenship, volunteering and cultural activities. They are places
where people look for and experiment new ways of planning and managing social welfare
policies and activities, developing proximity-based networks, and finding collective solutions
to common needs. In the framework of CO3, four different use cases of the CO3 technologies,
all part of the same scenario, have been designed together with the managing bodies of the
three Case del Quartiere and with associations and citizens participating in their daily
activities.
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In the first use case, carefully chosen rooms and halls of the 3 Case del Quartiere will allow
users to access augmented reality and create, visualize, interact with augmented content of
different types; informational and cultural content in the form of pictures and videos, 3d
objects representing blockchain entities such as coins or vouchers, 3d objects representing
volunteering tasks requested by the CdQ managers or by associations that organize activities
in the CdQ and 3d objects representing courses, events, or other activities for which users will
be able to register.

The second use case consists in the creation of a blockchain coin for each of the three Case del
Quartiere, in the form of a prepaid card. Citizens and organisations will be able to buy the
House’s currency and to manage their prepaid cards through the Blockchain wallet.The wallet
will also enable users to create and exchange different kinds of tokens and coupons,
representing goods, services, a discount for the fee of a course, services on hold… The wallet
also supports crowdfunding and crowdsale initiatives.

In the third use case the CO3 technologies will support the management of volunteering
activities. In the Case del Quartiere, as places of active citizenship, many volunteering
activities take place regularly, organised either by their managing bodies or by organisations
hosted in the Houses. The CO3 app will enable the creation and advertisement of
volunteering activities, that will be displayed as 3D objects in the Augmented Reality layer.
Users will be able to register interacting with the 3D object. Upon completion of the
volunteering task, the person in charge of the activity will then acknowledge the volunteers’
contribution by sending them blockchain tokens through the wallet.

The last use case will enable the citizens’ participation in the decision making process at
different stages of the definition of the yearly program of the Case del Quartiere. Through
the use of coins or decision tokens issued specifically for this purpose, citizens will be able to
express their preferences about courses, events, workshops and cultural activities. Due to the
covid-19 pandemic the Turin pilot hasn’t started yet. However, some of the main possible
problems in the pilot implementation have been identified:

● The user interface must be simple and capable of actually making the organisations’
and citizens’ interaction in the Case del Quartiere easier and more effective, otherwise
the CO3 app will not be used.

● The augmented reality technology has high requirements in terms of smartphone
performance, and the smartphones needed to run the AR app may not be available to
many of the citizens/organisations.

● The use of blockchain technology for payments is very recent and all the legal and
fiscal aspects have to be made very clear so that all the organisations involved can feel
confident in its use.

● The choice of blockchain payments instead of traditional payments, the purchase of
Case del Quartiere coins by the public, the adoption of the coins by organisations need
incentives on both sides (citizens and organisations),

● The Covid 19 restrictions (the Case del Quartiere as cultural and recreational centres
are currently closed, only the educational and social services are open) require a
change in the approach of CO3, which originally required physical presence to interact
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with the App; corrections are needed in order to allow remote actions in this period of
social distancing.

Policy implications

Every day we see how applications make use of AR mechanisms for our entertainment. We see
how many citizens use it naturally and talk about how powerful their new mobile device is. We
also see how there are mechanisms for exchanging tokens in the form of coupons through
points programs at some stores from a long time ago, and the users understand the
mechanisms. There are also interactive, democratic mechanisms implemented at some
websites where a product or a person is being voted on. All these details indicate that
adopting any of these technologies should be something simple and easy to comply with
when it comes to the common citizen. The point is those cases are particular, small scale and
stand-alone applications.

However, in the CO3 integrated case, we have found some barriers where we make some
recommendations in order to improve the adoption of the technology into the different users
and associations:

● Provide an application walkthrough/course: Citizens are open to exploring new
technologies and adapting to new services and applications, but the usability and
ease-of-use of new technologies are proportional to their adoption level. This is why
each platform’s module could include an interactive tutorial (walkthrough) that shows
the basic functionality to anyone who uses the CO3.

● Persuade local organizations/administration: Convince local organizations that the
CO3 co-creation mechanisms do not put their form of government at risk but rather
complement it. Show them examples of new forms of co-management.

● Scale depending on the device: make adjustments to the CO3 platform software to
different devices, providing the technology according to the device you have and not
the other way around. If it is impossible to offer an AR environment, provide basic
services based on geolocated map technologies and user geopositioning.

● Regulated transactions: Provide different methods for converting credits (real money)
to tokens and vice versa compatible with the legislation. Due to financial regulations, it
may be necessary to report transactions in the CO3 blockchain system to avoid
government impediments.

● Choosing the public: Before implementing CO3 in an extended way to all the pilots'
users, it would be convenient to gather their expectations to decide the use cases they
want to test in that group. Since through co-production, new forms of interaction are
explored, as well as new limitations.
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